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Issues

• Move to Exascale involves more parallel processing across more processing elements
  – GPUs, FPGAs, Specialized accelerators, Processing In Memory (PIM), etc.

• These elements frequently do not live in the same coherent memory domain

• Results in much data movement to bring data to the needed processing element
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Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA)

• HSA Foundation
  – “Not-for-Profit Industry Consortium of SOC and SOC IP vendors, OEMs, academia, OSVs and ISVs defining a consistent heterogeneous platform architecture to make it dramatically easier to program heterogeneous parallel devices”
  – Develops open, royalty-free industry specifications and APIs for heterogeneous computing
  – http://www.hsafoundation.com/

• Goal: Bring Accelerators (and other devices) forward as first class citizens
  – Unified address space
  – Operate in pageable system memory
  – Full memory coherence
  – User mode dispatch/scheduling
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HSA Foundation Membership

• 50+ Members
  – Multiple categories of membership

• Founding Members
  – AMD
  – ARM
  – Imagination
  – MediaTek
  – Qualcomm
  – Samsung
  – Texas Instruments
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Application-level access to HSA devices

- Application talks directly to hardware
  - No system call
  - No kernel driver involved
  - Hardware scheduling
  - Low dispatch latency

- Standardized binary packet format
  - Architected Queueing Language (AQL)
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HSA is Designed to go Beyond the GPU

Shared Memory, Coherence, User Mode Queues

- CPU
- Audio Processor
- Video Hardware
- Encode Decode Engines

- GPU
- Fixed Function Accelerator
- DSP
- Image Signal Processing
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HSA and I/O Devices

- Okay…HSA looks interesting from the viewpoint of accelerators, how is this related to I/O?

- I/O devices can participate, as well!

- The HSA and its programming model are designed to allow any I/O devices capable of page fault handling to participate in a shared virtual address space.
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HSA is Designed to go Beyond the GPU

Shared Memory, Coherency, User Mode Queues
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HSA is Designed to go Beyond the GPU

Shared Memory, Coherency, User Mode Queues
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HSA CPU/GPU Queueing
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HSA CPU/GPU Queueing + NIC Queueing
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HSA IOMMU/Device Interactions

Processor

- Swap in page
- Alloc new page
- Reject request
- Upgrade privs
- Copy-on-write
- Etc.

Peripheral
(ATC with IOTLB)

- ATS request
- ATS response
- PRI request
- PRI response
- ATS request
- ATS response

Address is cached in the peripheral IOTLB (pretranslated address = system physical address)
Pretranslated addr is not intercepted by IOMMU

IOMMU

TLB lookup & 2 lvl PT walk

PPR queue

Cmd queue
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HSA and I/O Devices

• Implications for OFA Software stack
  – Unified memory addressing via system-wide accessible page tables
  – Support for no pinning, on-demand paging options
  – Aligns with requirements from MPI and PGAS input to OFIWG to simplify memory registration
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